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OW-SERVER-WiFi

... button within the task bar to the left of the OW-SERVER-WiFi's webpage. You will be prompted for the default login credentials below: a. User Name = admin b. 
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OW-SERVER-WiFi Quick Start Guide http://www.EmbeddedDataSystems.com



1. Apply power to the OW-SERVER-WiFi. The green PWR/ACT LED will flash indicating the product is operating. The OW-SERVER-WiFi will automatically create an ad hoc network called “EDSWIFI”. (It will take approximately 30 seconds for the “EDSWIFI” network to become available.) 2. You must then join the “EDSWIFI” network by searching for available WiFi networks using a device capable of connecting to an ad hoc WiFi network. The PWR/ACT LED will flash approximately every two seconds once the network has been joined. 3. The OW-SERVER-WiFi’s factory assigned IP address is 169.254.1.1. Type the IP address into the address bar to connect to the OW-SERVER-WiFi. 4. Once the page is loaded, click the “WiFi Setup” button within the task bar to the left of the OW-SERVER-WiFi’s webpage. You will be prompted for the default login credentials below: a. User Name = admin b. Password = eds
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5. The following page will then appear:



6. Configure the OW-SERVER-WiFi a. Select the correct “WLAN Type". b. Select the SSID for the network from the drop down box labeled “SSID Name”. If the correct network is not listed, you may enter it in the textbox below the “SSID Name” drop down box. c. Select the “Security Type” from the drop down box. d. Enter the security key for the network in the textbox. e. Click “Apply”.
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7. The OW-SERVER-WiFi will now reboot and join the WLAN. If the OW-SERVER-WiFi fails to connect within the first 2 to 4 minutes, it will remove the attempted WiFi configuration settings and return to the “EDSWIFI” network1. 8. The OW-SERVER-WiFi will use the default IP address, 169.254.1.1, if no DHCP (Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol) server is detected. If a DHCP server is detected, the DHCP server will assign the OW-SERVER-WiFi its IP address. To obtain the IP address assigned by your DHCP server, we recommend using the EDS Network Utility. This Windows® based program displays all of the OW-SERVER-WiFi devices connected to a network as well as their associated IP addresses. This free EDS Network Utility can be downloaded from our website. 9. CONTRATULATIONS! You have successfully installed your OW-SERVER-WiFi. Please refer to the Operation Manual for further information.



iButton is a registered trademark of Maxim Integrated Products, Inc. Windows is a registered trademark of Microsoft Corporation in the United States and other countries. 1



The reset is dependent on “WiFi Auto Reset” being enabled. “WiFi Auto Reset” is enabled by default.
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